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 Operational Achievements 
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HBA antennas: cluster 16 antenna elements together into ‘tiles’ that include initial analog amplification and digital beamforming – single ‘tile-beam’ formed LOFAR consists of an interferometric array of dipole antenna stations distributed throughout the Netherlands and Europe2) The datastreams from all LOFAR stations are sent via a high-speed fiber network infrastructure to a central processing (CEP) facility located in Groningen4) In the Blue Gene/P, a variety of processing operations are possible including correlation for standard interferometric imaging, tied-array beam-forming for high time resolution observations, and even real-time triggering on incoming station data-streams. Combinations of these operations can also be run in parallel.Real time triggering on incoming data streams for the TBB modeCorrelated by COBALT – cluster of 8 PC’s equipped with 4 GPU’s eachAnnual central operations budget -> 4.4 Meuros> What about:�>�> Number of HBA dipole pairs: 47616�> Number of LBA dipole pairs: 4800�>�> Data flow/reduction:�> Data flow from all antennas combined: 1.7 TByte/s�> Data flow to Cobalt from stations after beam forming: 28 GByte/s�> Correlator output to disc: between 2 and 10 GByte/s�>�> Data reduction due to beam forming and correlation: factor >1000 in real�> time!�>�> Most distant stations about 1000 miles apart (~1600 km?)�>�> Resolution: ~Basketball in Paris when standing in Amsterdam.�>�> Collecting area�> HBA: almost 75000 m^2�> LBA: approximately 16,000 -- 100,000 m^2 depending on frequency�>�> I hope this helps.�>�> Cheers,�> MichielAt the lowest frequencies, LOFAR utilizes the LBAs, which are designed to operate from the ionospheric cuto of the “radio window” near 10MHz up to the onset of the commercial FM band at about 90 MHz.The LBA element, or dipole, is sensitive to two orthogonal linear polarizations. Each polarization is detected using two copper wires that are connected at the top of the antenna to a molded head containing a low-noise amplifier (LNA). At the other end, these copper wires terminate in either a synthetic, rubber spring or a polyester rope and are held in place by a ground anchor.The dipole arms have a length of 1.38 meter corresponding to a resonance frequency of 52 MHz. The additional impedance of the amplifier shifts the peak of the response curve to 58 MHz, however.Despite the deceptively simple design, when coupled with digital beam-forming techniques, the LOFAR LBA dipole provides a powerful detection system at low frequencies. In particular,  the omnidirectional response of the LBA antennas allows for the simultaneous monitoring of the entire visible sky.HBA antennas: cluster 16 antenna elements together into ‘tiles’ that include initial analog amplification and digital beamforming – single ‘tile-beam’ formed Each tile consists of 4 x 4 dual linear polarisation aluminum dipoles, housed in a polystyrene structure, covered by polystyrene sheets



THE PROPOSALS THE LOW FREQUENCY ARRAY – KEY FACTS 

 Array of 50 dipole antenna stations distributed across EU 
 

 10-250 MHz 
 

 Low band antenna (LBA; 4896 dipole pairs, 96 LBA per station, 
Area ~ 75200 m2; 10-90 MHz) 
 

 High Band Antenna (HBA; 47616 dipole pairs, 48/96 tiles per 
station in NL/EU, Area ~ 57000 m2; 110-250 MHz) 
 

 Several observing modes (imaging, BF, BF+IM, TBB) 
 

 96 MHz bandwidth (multi-beam option)  
 

 
 
 
 

 

LBA 

HBA station 

ILT 

multi-beam 
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HBA antennas: cluster 16 antenna elements together into ‘tiles’ that include initial analog amplification and digital beamforming – single ‘tile-beam’ formed LOFAR consists of an interferometric array of dipole antenna stations distributed throughout the Netherlands and Europe2) The datastreams from all LOFAR stations are sent via a high-speed fiber network infrastructure to a central processing (CEP) facility located in Groningen4) In the Blue Gene/P, a variety of processing operations are possible including correlation for standard interferometric imaging, tied-array beam-forming for high time resolution observations, and even real-time triggering on incoming station data-streams. Combinations of these operations can also be run in parallel.Real time triggering on incoming data streams for the TBB modeCorrelated by COBALT – cluster of 8 PC’s equipped with 4 GPU’s eachAnnual central operations budget -> 4.4 Meuros> What about:�>�> Number of HBA dipole pairs: 47616�> Number of LBA dipole pairs: 4800�>�> Data flow/reduction:�> Data flow from all antennas combined: 1.7 TByte/s�> Data flow to Cobalt from stations after beam forming: 28 GByte/s�> Correlator output to disc: between 2 and 10 GByte/s�>�> Data reduction due to beam forming and correlation: factor >1000 in real�> time!�>�> Most distant stations about 1000 miles apart (~1600 km?)�>�> Resolution: ~Basketball in Paris when standing in Amsterdam.�>�> Collecting area�> HBA: almost 75000 m^2�> LBA: approximately 16,000 -- 100,000 m^2 depending on frequency�>�> I hope this helps.�>�> Cheers,�> MichielAt the lowest frequencies, LOFAR utilizes the LBAs, which are designed to operate from the ionospheric cuto of the “radio window” near 10MHz up to the onset of the commercial FM band at about 90 MHz.The LBA element, or dipole, is sensitive to two orthogonal linear polarizations. Each polarization is detected using two copper wires that are connected at the top of the antenna to a molded head containing a low-noise amplifier (LNA). At the other end, these copper wires terminate in either a synthetic, rubber spring or a polyester rope and are held in place by a ground anchor.The dipole arms have a length of 1.38 meter corresponding to a resonance frequency of 52 MHz. The additional impedance of the amplifier shifts the peak of the response curve to 58 MHz, however.Despite the deceptively simple design, when coupled with digital beam-forming techniques, the LOFAR LBA dipole provides a powerful detection system at low frequencies. In particular,  the omnidirectional response of the LBA antennas allows for the simultaneous monitoring of the entire visible sky.HBA antennas: cluster 16 antenna elements together into ‘tiles’ that include initial analog amplification and digital beamforming – single ‘tile-beam’ formed Each tile consists of 4 x 4 dual linear polarisation aluminum dipoles, housed in a polystyrene structure, covered by polystyrene sheets



THE PROPOSALS THE LOFAR SYSTEM: DATA FLOW 

CEP4  
compute  

cluster 

stations: data 
collection 

COBALT: 
correlation 

ingest into Long-
term archive (3 
sites: NL, D, PL) 

 Transport, processing and storage of large amounts of data : 
 

 Data flow from all antennas combined: 1.7 Tbyte/s 
 To COBALT from station after beamforming: 28 Gbyte/s 
 Correlator output to disk: between 2-10 Gbyte/s 
 Data storage challenges: ~ 80 TB/h 

 
 LOFAR: important technological pathfinder for SKA 

processing 

LTA 

NETHERLANDS 

GERMANY POLAND 
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THE PROPOSALS THE LOFAR TASK FORCE & COORDINATION  

O&M 
 

Operations &  
maintenance 

SOS 
 

Science Operations  
& Support 

SDOS 
 

Software Development &   
Operational Support  

 Hardware maintenance 
 

 System monitoring 

 Link to community 
 

 Data quality assurance  
 

 Commissioning & research 

 Software development 
 

 Maintenance of 
software and compute 
clusters 

Control Room LOFAR Monitoring Systems 



THE PROPOSALS I: HARDWARE HEALTH 

 Hardware maintenance 
 

 Wet and corrosive environment  
 

 Challenging to maintain a distributed system 
 

 Monitoring software returns info on element 
status -> disabling -> maintenance -> re-
enabling 
 

 Design of a maintainable/accessible system 
is important 
 

 Automation hardware status data 
management 
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With such a complex and distributed system, there are important operational challenges we need to deal withMaintain an healthy system through hardware maintenanceThe quality of the antennas can be severely reduced by various mechanical and electronic problemsMost of the LOFAR failures are related to the wet and corrosive environment antennas not designed to receive maintenance during wet conditions -> Maintenance done during dry periods 



NORTHSTAR 
SUBMISSION TOOL – 

BASIC DETAILS 

SEMESTER SCHEDULE 

PARSETS GENERATION 
& MOM 

THE PROPOSALS II: OBSERVING/PROCESSING SPECIFICATION 

 Specification process reflects instrument 
complexity 
 

 Roughly 1/3 time investment by SOS 
 

 Essential to rely on automatic tools – new 
specification tool in progress 

 

 Next generation specification tools under 
development (2018) 
 
 

USERS 
PARSET MOM 
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Important operational challenges are also related to information and data handling and this is topic of the next few slides. For a complex system like LOFAR, an important operational challenge on the interaction with the user perspective is acquiring and handling the user’s requirements for their observing and processing and combine these with that of all projects to create a working observing schedule.Specification process reflects instrument complexityEssential to rely on good tools or a lot of manual work will be requiredInput to observing programme: NorthStar submission toolSemester scheduling and template preparation done before each Cycle through scripts – semester scheduling tool is plannedRoughly 1/3 time investment by SOS – new specification tooling is in progress



THE PROPOSALS III – RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 

 Keeping steady data flow – per Cycle: 3.5 PB 
products + 20 PB raw data 
 

 Scheduling on available resources 
 

 Pipeline queue handled automatically: SLURM 
 

 Data cleanup after ingest 
 

 Manual ingest after data quality assessment 
 

SCHEDULING: 
RESOURCE ASSIGNER CLEANUP 

GANGLIA 

CEP4 - PROCESSING 

 CPU/network/memory/
SLURM/... 

LTA 
AMSTERDAM 

JULICH POZNAN 
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Given the large amounts of data produced by LOFAR, managements of system resources is very important in the operational chain of events.Slurm is an open source, fault-tolerant, and highly scalable cluster management and job scheduling system for large and small Linux clusters. SLURM is the batch scheduler for CEP4. We use it to run the processing pipelines, and any other processing job that requires resources beyond those available on the head nodes.Resources at the LTA



THE PROPOSALS IV - DATA QUALITY ASSESSMENT 

 Inspection plots: > 6000 generated per observation 
 

 Visual inspection - time intensive exercise 
 

 Next generation inspection plots based on AI 
intelligence being worked on (2018) 
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 The RO is moving towards a new generation of inspectionplots through the active ADDER project. This will use AI techniques to diagnose data quality andsystem issues.raw power values for X- and Y- polarisations for each beamletA beamlet is a single station beam for a single subband and represents the way in which station beams (sub-array pointings) are specified at station level. A station beam as specified by the user will usually request a range of subbands, each of which will be represented by a beamlet at the station. Multiple station beams will correspond to successive blocks of beamlets. For example, if an observation contains two station beams each using 244 subbands the first beam will correspond to beamlet numbers 0-243 and the second to beamlet numbers 244-487. Beamlet statistics are recorded locally at each station and represent raw power values for X- and Y- polarisations for each beamlet, averaged to one second time resolution. The plots on the “BST” pages are simple dynamic spectra of these beamlet statistics: two pairs of plots are shown side-by-side, the left-hand pair are the raw data plotted using a log scale, and the right-hand pair are the raw data plotted with each beamlet divided by its median to flatten the bandpass response. Each pair is a plot of data from each serdes ring at a single station, with the '00' ring corresponding to the HBA0 field and the '01' ring corresponding to the HBA1 field. In the case of the remote and international stations, and non-HBA_DUAL/HBA1 observations, only the plots of the '00' ring display real data and those of the '01' ring can be ignored. Numbers on the left-hand y-axis are beamlet numbers and do not correspond to subband numbers. An approximate frequency scale is given on the right-hand y-axis; please be aware that this takes only the minimum and maximum frequencies of each station beam and assumes that the subbands are spread evenly in between. These plots can be used to establish the RFI and scintillation situation at each station and identify any obvious issues at station level. Below are some examples to illustrate some of the features which may be seen. Between April 14-th 2014 (LOFAR Release 2.2) and September 13-th 2016 (LOFAR Release 2.16.7) there was an issue with the LOFAR array, specifically with the antenna cable delay compensation not being properly set which has potentially affected some observations.   The issue was caused by RCUs keeping the previous cable delay settings (and ignoring new ones), if the RCUs were still powered on after the end of a previous observation. This happens whenever there is a gap smaller than about 3 minutes between observations. The issue manifests itself as a multi-MHz-scale ripple over the pass-band of the affected stations causing a "ripple effect" in sensitivity with an amplitude of up to 50% of the peak gain (as shown in the figure below); some SBs having higher sensitivity than others, with lower frequencies being more affected than higher ones. 



THE PROPOSALS V - DATA SHARING 

 Scientific exploitation -> 
data retrieval to external 
clusters 
 

 Download limited by 
instability and shared  
resources 

 
 LOFAR software 

distribution -> support 
needed 

 

 Moving large amount of 
data: impractical  
 
 Exploiting processing 

resources at the LTA 
(2018) 

 
 

 

CEP 

LTA 

external/public 

Poland 
POZNAN 

Jülich 
FZJ 

Amsterdam 
SARA 

… 
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and is designed to address the challenges the community will face in extracting science from the incredible amounts of data the SKA will produce.��The AENEAS project will seek to integrate e-infrastructures across Europe with those in other SKA member countries to provide a seamless platform for international science with the SKA and its precursors, and will explore techniques and technologies to provide data services to the astronomical community.Network consisting of light-path connections (utilizing 10 GbE technology) that are shared with LOFAR station connections and with the European eVLBI networkThe LOFAR Long-Term Archive (LTA) is a distributed informationsystem created to store and process the large data volumesgenerated by the LOFAR radio telescope. When in full operation,LOFAR can produce observational data at rates up to 80Gbit/ s. Once analyzed and processed, the volume of data thatare to be kept for a longer period (longer than the CEP storageis able to support) will be reduced significantly. These data willbe stored in the LTA and the archive of LOFAR science dataproducts is expected to grow by up to 5 Pbyte per year. The LTAcurrently involves sites in the Netherlands and Germany.For astronomers, the LOFAR LTA provides the principal interfacenot only to LOFAR data retrieval and data mining but also to processing facilities for this data. Each site involved inthe LTA provides storage capacity and optionally processing capabilities.To allow collaboration with a variety of institutes andprojects, the LOFAR LTA merges di erent technologies (EGI,global file systems, Astro-WISE dataservers). Well-defined interfacesensure that to both the astronomer and the LOFARobservatory the LTA behaves as a coherent information system.Access and utilization policies are managed via the centralLOFAR identity management system that is designed to allowfederation with organizational user administrations. The networkconnecting LOFAR to the LTA sites in Groningen, Amsterdamand J¨ulich, Germany consists of light-path connections, currentlyutilizing 10GbE technology, that are shared with LOFARstation connections and with the European eVLBI network (e-EVN; Szomoru 2008).The 10 Gbit/ s bandwidth between the sites is su cient forregular one-time LTA data transports but to allow transparentprocessing within the LTA it may grow to 60–80 Gbit/ s bandwidthin the future. Such bandwidths will enable two major newprocessing modes: 1) Streaming of realtime or bu ered observationdata to a remote HPC system; 2) Streaming of stored datafrom one LTA site to a compute cluster located at another site.With these modes an optimal utilization of storage and processingfacilities can be realized. If additional processing capacity isrequired for a given observing mode or for large-scale data processing,existing resources at partner institutes can be brought inwithout having to store (multiple copies of) datasets before processingcan commence. For LOFAR datasets, which can growup to hundreds of Tbyte, this capability will be essential.



THE PROPOSALS VI: OBSERVING EFFICIENCY 

 LOFAR: instrument on 
the move – introducing 
new functionality -> 
instability 

 

 Larger and more uniform 
efficiency requires 
automation, robustness, 
and flexibility 

 

 Lesson learned: good 
foundations are essential  
 

 Efficiency project is the 
answer (starts now) 
 

Cycle 7 Cycle 8 Cycle 6 
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fluctuated between 50-80%



THE PROPOSALS VII: CONTINUITY & CAREERS IN SOS 

CORE 

ROTATING 

TRAINEES 

 ‘Core team’ – permanent – balance: 2/3 support – 
1/3 science research 

 
 ‘Rotating’ component – temporary – balance: 

50%-50% 
 

 Trainees (1-2 per year; share built up knowledge) 
 

 Complex system demands  
    expertise & continuity 

 

 Expertise needs career perspectives 
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LOFAR is a very complex systems and Scientifically operating them demands skilled and expert astronomers.



THE PROPOSALS TRAINEESHIP IN SCIENCE OPERATIONS 

 Share knowledge & experience in operating 
a massive aperture array 
 

 12 weeks 
 

 Full immersion into the system 
 

 Direct involvement in operations 
 

 Contact: pizzo@astron.nl 



THE PROPOSALS OPERATIONAL ACHIEVEMENTS 

4TH LOFAR School (5-9 Sept 2016) 

 8 operational Cycles completed:  
15000+ hours observed 

 
 

 LTA: 31 PB - Largest astronomical 
data collection to date. 
 
 

 Community growing in size: 550+ 
users 

 

 LOFAR Schools (200+ 
participants) 
 

 60 Busy Weeks  
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The HBA fields of CS013 have been rotated back to their originally planned orientation. Following the earlier replacement of the LCU and extensive testing of the new RSP driver, the station has been declared fully operational again on Monday 9 December. In the period 18-29 May, a successful reconfiguration of the LOFAR network infrastructure was performed. With this, the LOFAR network is prepared for the future by allowing the extension of LOFAR with new compute systems, such as DRAGNET and CEP4, as well as new LOFAR stations, such as the Polish stations. - Low ingest speeds towards the Juelich LTA location are experienced during ILT runs involving the German stations - investigations are still in progress at Juelich to try to fix this issue. Solved.On September 7th, LOFAR software release 2.12 has been rolled out on the CEP systems which included enabling 160 MHz mode for further commissioning, enabling 4-bit mode processing in CobaltThe low(er) ingest speeds experienced towards the Juelich LTA location when including the German stations in the observing setups have been solved through a reconfiguration at Juelich. A first step was made in the LTA user ingest process. This will be tested with EOR data when this become available.  



THE PROPOSALS LOFAR Science Productivity 

 136 refereed papers 
 

 98 unique first authors 
 

 590 unique authors 
 

 



THE PROPOSALS CONCLUSIONS 

 LOFAR is a very complex system – important technological pathfinder for SKA 
 

 System complexity has important operational challenges attached 
 
 Hardware maintenance 

 

 Observing/pipeline specification 
 

 Resource management 
 

 Data quality inspection 
 

 Data sharing 
 

 Efficiency 
 

 Continuity & careers 
 

 We have challenges in control and we are rapidly advancing our procedures 
 

 LOFAR is opening up a new window on the Universe 
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